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Abstract. The paper is text based artwork, a part of the ongoing project, work
in progress, contemporary digital art live performance and it is contemplating
about the idea to what extent could the process of employment of the instruments (which are assisting the visualization procedures within the field of visual
and contemporary art, like augmented reality or virtual reality tools) – evolve.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence, Digital
Live Performance, Contemporary Art, Text Based Artwork, Philosophy, Spirituality.
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Introduction

1.1

The Context – in the Art. The Objectives – in the Art

The text-based artwork, situated within the practice of contemporary art and media
art, is contemplating and thinking artistically in which ways is possible to expand,
refer to and explore, via the mechanisms of art, the philosophical and spiritual approach - that the visible or perceptual reality does not exist and is merely an abstract
concept.
The goal is to be comprehended inside the context of art – because of the specific
nature of the “goal” when applied to the art and artistic activities. It is not mandatory
and generally not possible to propose the goals when attempting to undertake or be
involved in the artistic process, or to actualize the final artistic outcome or product.
Accordingly, the artistic process and action itself is a goal, and it coincides with the
spiritual thesis, which is also included in the artistic project: the witnessing or observing the unfolding of some proces s is some kind of a goal. Even though in transcendental terms, any goal can be defined as abstract concept, beyond any practical pote ntial and implementation, it is exciting to examine what would visualization instruments, like augmented reality or virtual reality devices, in fact visualize, in the situations when there is nothing at all to be visualized. Or more precisely, when there is
nothing more left except for the unadulterated substance within the contexts of art,
philosophy or spirituality.
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Fig. 1. Imperceptible Art – drafts
. Video: https://youtu.be/AIcaOGzb1I4
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Description

2.1

A Prefered Methodolog y and Potential Outcome

The artwork, a part of the artistic installation, consists of several variations, which not
only are the constitutive elements of the artistic process, but also are independent,
autonomous, and sustainable to maintain as separate individual artworks.
The initial part of the artwork is text-based; there would be other stages, e.g. art installations and performances.
In a suitable exhibiting space, maybe at the conference venue, some augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) tools and technology, would be applied.
Art installation or artwork consists of:
- VR headset, EEG neuroheadset and custom made software (running on PC). Brain
activity is presented by computer generated virtual environment that responds to brain
activity in real time. Hardware integration, software development (and implement ation directly at the exhibiting space/conference venue) is provided by a team of deve lopers specializing in virtual reality applications since 2005.
- The public, which interacts with the technology and continues to co-create artwork,
which is in this way expanding by creating random outcome which is to be doc umented and evaluated – both from the artistic (and perhaps) scientific aspect in cons equent stages of the ongoing project.
- The interaction between the technology and the public is generating the live perfo rmance, which is then developing further when shared via social networks and the
internet, in which way the live performance alters from the on the spot event to the
ongoing ubiquitous ever-expanding situation and experience, which absorbs certain
characteristics existing within the context of the theater.
The procedure: the public, the audience, would apply the tool and create whatever is
the product of their mental content, thoughts, imagination, emotions, whatever illu strates the mental and cognitive process.
As the project evolves, the meditations and prayers, or other applicable techniques
will be introduced to the process and the VR tools would be used for creatin g the
visualizations of the altered process. However, it is crucial that the art audience also
consists of some individuals who perform meditation techniques, or prayers, or any
other advanced spiritual methods and practice. It would be desirable, in subse quent
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stages, if the machines, which are creating artistic works using artificial intelligence,
were also be incorporated in both personifications - as art public and as co-authors
within this project. The results or visualizations would also be recorded.
The next phase is to use the VR tool to attempt to visualize or bring to life the content
which is thought-less, and which is gained in the most advanced phases of spiritual
practice – or even better, spontaneously, without the spiritual practice, which is in this
case the preferred alternation compared to implementation of any proscribed tec hnique or method, spiritual or not spiritual. When there are no thoughts, ideas and co ncepts to be seen or observed, detected, what is the resultant - would be interesting to
record.
This final and most advanced phase for some participants will be reached and execu ted within nanoseconds, for some within years, for most within decades and even
longer… it is a
regular routine, as this live performance is ongoing, work in p rogress [1].
The other part of this artistic experiment would be recording activity and defining
what is the significance of the recording and documenting when there is no detectable
essence to document.
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Conclusions

3.1

Art, Life, Entertainment

In such an extensive and dispersed territory like contemporary art, the safe conclusion
is that the consistent artistic practice to never stop arising questions remains the very
foundation of the discipline [2].
If art live performance succeeds to record that there is nothing to be recorded in the
final phases of the live performance, then it is obvious to point to whom and why will
it be relevant to evaluate the recordings? Is the artist, the author, authorized to evaluate them more than the artwork’s co-creators; or is some distant observer, who is observing the progress of the performance, accredited to do so - is yet to be defined, if
possible [3].
Another conclusion might be that (although there is no perceivable substance to be
recorded and there is no one, no real person, as metaphysics or some bran ches of philosophy indicate, who could take the documentation into consideration), the process
in its entirety and complexity was entertaining, that art is entertaining discipline and
this is the sufficient and valuable reason for the procedure to be perfo rmed.
Maybe the entertainment is also the reason valid enough for the entire idea perceived
as reality (in spiritual and philosophical context) to occur [4].
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